Part 1 St Germain Group Living Organism Study Guide
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
INVOCATION: Mighty Power of the Cosmic Light! Come forth into this IAMEGA Class I
Am Authority! Take Thy Dominion, Produce Thy Perfection in Its Instructions for the Class
Work, in the Class Work, in the Seats of Unity Consciousness that They Occupy while
implementing their Individualized Responsibilities and Higher Mental Activities. Mighty Power
of Light! Take Your Dominion Now! Clothe each individual in the Powe r of Light that compels
Divine Love, Wisdom, Power and Justice, which Glorifies Thyself, as the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence,
through the Higher Mental Body in Thy Perfect Action, Thy Dominion of the Light! Charge
into These Willing and Dedicated Disciples and Initiates Thy Mighty Perfecting Activity of Light
in Its Limitless, Eternal Activity! Charge It forth Sustained! Mighty Astrea, send Thy Legions
of Blue Lightning to seize and bind every entity that continues to try to misdirect and interfere
within the ‘I AM’ Authority’s Activities of this Living Organism and take them into the Octave
of Light.
Send Your Power Forth Now, Holding such a Circle of Blue Flame around Them, that no longer
can these obstructive entities come near. Take Command of My IAMEGA C lass; and with the
Sacred White Fire Light Take Charge of this Circle of the Blue Lightning Flame and Awaken each
One into their Own Light Radiance.
St Germain: “That is why today in Your Mighty Calls and the Activities to which you subscribe to; the
‘Presence of Life’, you are a Power that you do not dream of yet. Your ‘Presence’ is the Doer; your Calls
release Its Mighty Intelligence and Power into Action, and whatever you believe can be done or has been
able to do thus far, you can do over and over again. Your Calls are answered with the Power of Lightning.
Therefore, that is by the gaining of that Momentum and the ‘Conserving of the Energy’ so that when
you make your Calls; They go forth at the speed of Light to be accomplished. Dear Ones take control
of the energy fields you allow into your aura and you will in no time at all rise to New Levels of
Attainment, Knowledge and Wisdom. Follow these Instructions if you will:

1. Your only Real Objective now is to create a Solid Foundation to find that place within you
where the ‘I AM’ Presence resides removing all resistances to make these Connections.
2. To review in as much detail as you deem worthy of your own personal position and that of your
Group Unity within the 33 Discourses and the Conditions of Engagement and identify where
you may improve and conserve your energy fields. (Particularly that of glamour and what is
done for self-gratification).

3. To complete the Guide that has been requested including elements of what has transpired herein
My IAMEGA Class Authority that needs clarification and consolidation.”
Beloved St Germain gave ‘The Elemental Grace Alliance’ IAMEGA Class these instructions to
help us integrate the Teachings of His New ‘I AM’ Discourses Class Activity and this ‘Group
Living Organism Study Guide’ is the result of His Direct Instructions to us. They are now Your
Responsibility to Implement!
God Bless You: On Behalf of the Elemental Grace Alliance Council – And So It Is!

We Give Praise and Gratitude For All The Gifts We Receive From The ‘I AM’ Presence!

INTRODUCTION
The Age of Pisces unfolded the focus of the individual upon the Christ Consciousness with Beloved
Christ Jesus. In turn, as individuals evolved in their understanding they came together, and they organized.
In this mindset, the desire to organize led to the formation of organizations.
Over millennia, many organizations have formed, and like most aspects of change within the evolution
of humanity, they have been fraught with the fear of change. This should be no surprise as the ego
personality is fraught with fear; anything created by the ego personality, such as organizations as we know
them today, will carry the same energy of fear. And with everything upon Mother Earth being governed
by free will, even as the Divine Plan has strived to gain a foothold within mankind, organizations have
epitomized a learning process.
However, the time has come for the Living Organism. This term ‘Living Organism’ was coined by Djwhal
Khul in the, 14 Rules for Group Initiation. It is not founded upon human concepts, beliefs or paradigms.
Where the organization is filled with personality projections, the Living Organism must be
COMPLETELY devoid of such ego projections. However, you will have likely intuited that this is no
easy task. Some of the most spiritually advanced organizations over the past century or more have begun
with the best of intentions and spiritual foundation, only to succumb to the underlying beliefs, paradigm
and energy of the current human mindset. And yet, if the EGA Divine Plan is to remain on the cutting
edge of consciousness, we must manifest a Living Organism so that our Energies will not be held within
old structures of programming.
Members of a Living Organism have nothing to prove, nothing to achieve and no need to do anything.
There is only one thing for which a Member of a Living Organism need be sure of – ‘I AM’. The Holy
desire to Know is a huge change. In such a state, desire is the realization of the Infinite becoming grounded
on Mother Earth. Members of a Living Organism come together to invite the Christ to descend into
both the Members of the Organism as well as the Organism Itself. These Members understand that their
ability to Know is limited only by their willingness to serve and receive. They can accept that their Higher
Self Knows All. They embody their reconnection to their Higher Self, the ‘I AM’. Their every decision
is unanimous. Even decision-making approaches such as voting are a thing of the past. In short, Living
Organisms represent the evolution of how humans come together to consciously embody and co-create
Heaven on Earth.

THIS IS A LIVING DOCUMENT
This Framework is presented within a Living Document, meaning that it will evolve as our consciousness
evolves. For example, board governance in the human context is defined as, “How the board exercises its
authority, control, and direction over the organization on behalf of the membership.” However, a Living
Organism does not require control to be exercised by a Board on behalf of the membership or to be
governed by bylaws and policies. Such paradigms exist because of the ego personality that is the
predominant motivator of both leadership and membership of the current humanly-conceived concept
of an organization.
Thus, this Framework for a Living Organism must be a living document. It must evolve as the
consciousness of its Members evolve. As a document, it is intended to serve as a resource for anyone who
desires to engage in a Group Activity. As such, this Living Document:
•

Is a Toolkit to support and guide Light Bearers as they engage in Group Projects and Activities.

•

Is a Primer in that it strives to introduce the concept of a Living Organism in practical terms.

•

Will, where possible and practical, present information through visual diagrams to simplify the
processing of the information.

•

Is as Living as the Organism and will evolve as Our Collective Understanding evolves.

As you receive the information contained herein, please know how Loved You Are. If a concept or word
structure evades your intellectual understanding, make a note and reach out to the Living Organism. As
you’ll discover, this invitation highlights a shift from the old Piscean mentality, where one might be
concerned with how they look, to the Aquarian Mindset, where one starts from the premise that the
Circle, the Living Organism, always supports and never judges.
Jesus said this in His Discourses Part 4 Songs of Release: “I Know that deep within each of you Your

Timeless Joy of Humanity has drawn you here into this United Forcefield, after eons of incarnations
through many Planets and Star Systems that have allowed you to gain the Knowledge and Experiences,
so that you could become those whose feet walk upon this Beloved and Sacred Planet Earth at this time.
So much to know and so much confusion as to what is Truth, and what is not, or even what is Real and
what is not.”
Finding the Truth comes from placing your Inner most thoughts into Action. This is a way of Qualifying
what is Real and what is False within a New Living Organism.

SECTION 1: GUIDANCE FOR GROUP ENGAGEMENT FOR THE INDIVIDUAL
Those of humanity aspiring to Divine Freedom, or Ascension, will always be called to engage in efforts
to further the Divine Plan in practical terms. The following guidance is intended to inspire you in better
understanding how to engage with others in the most profound and potent manner possible. Given the
nature of this free will universe, this primer is only offered as guidance. However, the essence of this
guidance is intended to empower every Child of God called to service within a Living Organism.
In a Living Organism it is necessary for those involved to work from Above downward. Anyone who
aspires to be meaningfully involved is called daily to engage in the active practice of Cosmic Law and
Truth. We are called to contemplate, to endeavour or to understand in our consciousness, the Higher
Concepts related to us through the Hierarchical Discourses and Studies. As such, every day there is much
Bridging Work to be done by each of us. This is essential if we are going to bring down from the Higher
Levels – the Hierarchy (the Sixth Kingdom) and Shamballa (the Seventh Kingdom) – some of the Truths
which we are presented with and which we are to investigate. Any who prepare to move from the Fourth
Kingdom into the Fifth Kingdom on Earth need to understand how such Truths will play a part in the
Growth and Development of their Souls, both within an Ashramic Environment as well as within the
three worlds (Mental, Emotional and Ethereal) of human endeavour.
The greatest challenge to any Group that aspires to be a Living Organism is for all in the Group to be
fully engaged in a one-pointed focus. Any effort must be one-pointed or focused on the objective of the
Group. The daily practice for those of us called to serve within a Living Organism is a one-pointed effort.
We are being called to bring our focus and concentration in all moments to the ‘I AM’ Presence. Whether
engaged in earning our daily bread, living life with our families, engaging socially with our friends and
communities, or walking through the world, we are being called to know the ‘I AM’ is within and
everywhere we look.
St Germain tells us that overcoming these challenges and the embodiment of what it is to be a Group
Living Organism is essential. “I Am Aware that time and space are very confined as to give any further

detailed information regarding what is being shared here. I know that on the surface I may appear to be
avoiding speaking of the points raised, but for those with Inner Sight and Awareness, there is indeed a
very direct and profound message here that is way more important than all those things put together;
these, speaking of the 28 Conditions of Engagement, are the Foundation Stones from which to build
Our New Era of The Golden Age! The Rock upon which the Church is built! The Creation of the
New Circles of Light Gatherings will be the Foundation Stones. FROM THERE THE CHRIST

COUNCILS SHALL BE MADE MANIFEST. AND FROM THERE THE COUNCILS WILL
MANIFEST.”

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR A DISCIPLE
The following image is inspired by Teachings from the Maha Chohan concerning how any Disciple
should conduct themselves, regardless of whether they are involved with a Living Organism. This Code
of Conduct is intended and designed for daily contemplation and application. It should be considered a
core foundation from which all individuals aspire to grow.

GUIDING INTENTIONS FOR A LIVING ORGANISM
The following image offers 16 guiding intentions for those desiring to serve within a Living Organism.
It is intended and designed for daily contemplation and application. These Guiding Intentions should be
considered a core foundation from which all those within a Living Organism aspire to grow.

A POTENTIAL MODEL FOR LEADING BY EXAMPLE: CIRCLES OF LIGHT
A Circle of Light is the ultimate expression of any Grouping considering the implementation and resolution of an
idea. The Circle is the structural heart of the concept of a Living Organism. Where an organization is exemplified
by the form of a pyramid and, typically with, the purpose of control, a Living Organism is exemplified by the
circle and the purpose of empowering and liberating Awakening humans to come together to consciously embody
and co-create Heaven on Earth.
In any beautiful and awakening Living Organism the human aspect is comprised of Souls at many levels moving
toward Ascension and beyond. The Living Organism understands that any structure is but a set of stairs to allow
for movement toward resolutions and to provide structure. Each Circle is just a spoke in the wheel that nurtures
avenues for ideas to move back and forth within the Organism. These are not teaching tools, rather they are avenues
for expression.
A Circle of Light begins with the seeking of others to flesh out ideas and begin a move toward presenting to the
central Organism responsible for the implementation of the Divine Plan on Earth. Typically, a Circle of Light
should have at least 3 Members, and typically will not grow beyond 12. The suggestion of a Circle considering
capping its membership to 12 is founded predominantly as a result of observed challenges with communication
amongst Groups of human beings. It is also of note that Christ Councils are designed with 12 seats in mind.
Once a formula has been created for 12 it can then be multiplied exponentially to meet the whole of the world
population in time. We need only to produce the working of a Christ Council and its outward flowing formations
and from there the same formula will apply automatically! This is the way for the New World Governments to
come. Politics as we know it will disappear and be replaced by Circles of Light. We see this by how the Hierarchy
works.

Where Christ Councils can communicate through the Language of Light, the fundamental challenge for human
beings is that communication relies on the language of vibration and sound. Without telepathy to transmit whole
ideas unfiltered by the ego, and lacking the Initiate's transcendence of the personality ray, communication amongst
large Groups of human beings is fraught with challenges. If the Living Organism represents a transitionary phase
toward the birthing of Christ Councils, then consideration of the numbers comprising Circles of Light is advised
to avoid a structure that has proven flaws in the human experience.
The flows in and out of all circles are also without limit. All Circles should be able to communicate with any other
Circle. In essence, where the organizational pyramid seeks to control through layers, the Living Organism assumes
that members within each Circle are Qualifying their communications with their Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence.
The approach to growth of a Living Organism is organic, which is intended to support the concept of a Living
Organism. Where Boards might form Committees and Sub-Committees in the human context, a Circle of Light
can be formed by three or more members coming together on an agreed-upon purpose within a Living Organism.
It is envisioned that Leaders by Example would form the Circle of Light, with any Beloved joining or leaving the
Circle of Light as guided by their ‘I AM’ Presence. It is also envisioned that this hub would likely form other
Circles, with a representative from the Circle of Light. If a Circle grows beyond 12 it might decide to birth two
circles of 6 members each. Each additional Circle could have a member from the associated Circle and so on.
Circles would be free to inspire the birth of other Circles as they see fit. They are responsible to guide the growth
of the Living Organism about them, to ensure it is Harmonized.
Some of the potential Circles that could conceivably be formed include:
•

Vision and Guided Integration Circle: Any Light Program (a Pathway to entry to the Living Organism)
and Studies revealed through the Living Organism would flow through this Circle. The intention is to
provide an introduction to the Living Organism’s Vision, and also to the discipline of the Masters
through the study of Hierarchical Teachings to prepare and strengthen Souls upon the journey from the
Fourth to the Fifth Kingdom.

•

Love in Action Circle: Focuses on service opportunities, including but not limited to Invocations. The
Invocations might be expanded to include short (half page, single page) invocations guided by the Masters
that cover a broad range of devotions. These would be envisioned to easily incorporate into the course
of a beloved's day drawing the attention to a wide range of service foci.
o

Aspirations & Petitions Circle: Bi-yearly Petition Opportunities to the Hierarchy. These
opportunities do not need to be pursued. However, beloved St. Germain has informed us that
we are pending following up on making petition requests for God Himalaya, Lady Nada, The
Great Divine Director, Godfather Helios and others. These petitions should optimally be
prepared to file before the 14th of June or December when the Teton Retreat opens in each of
those months.

•

Divine mentoring & Education Services Circle: This could be an evolving set of circles in time, with
divisions encompassing a Living Organism’s library of Discourses, books, new educational curriculums
and schools for both children and adults.

•

Divine Guidance - Media Services Circle: This circle would contain the other communication mediums
such as e-Magazines and other multi-media projects. It would function synergistically with many of the
other circles by providing an array of vehicles upon which to carry Teachings of Truth out to the mass
of humanity.

•

Sacred Pilgrimages and Light Work Circle: This Circle would expand journeys as a Service in Action
brought into reality. The need or type of light work for such a Circle will continually change in coming
decades due to the cleansing of miasmas and mis-creations and earth work already in place.

•

Blessed Light Circles: This Circle would focus on Yearly or Bi-Yearly Light Gatherings of Beloveds
committed to the concepts of Universal Law and Love in Action through the Divine Plan and invited
guests.

•

The Christ Councils: These Sacred Circles contain a Ring Pass Not and represents a required attainment
in Consciousness and Light. They represent the goal for any Living Organism.

Some of these circles would contain a Ring Pass Not, such as Vision and Guided Integrations, the Light Programs
and The Christ Councils. Others are optional, such as Sacred Pilgrimages and Light Work and Blessed Light
Circles.

LIVING ORGANISMS WORK THROUGH A DEFINED INTER-RELATED INTELLIGENT
ACTIVITY
Any effort made by a Circle must involve all who have volunteered to be involved to participate in the
efforts of the Group Living Organism.
ACCEPTING AN INVITATION
THE OUTER PERSONALITY AND THE LIVING ORGANISM
When it comes to contemplating how best to consider personal issues within the Group Activity, you
are reminded that St Germain States in the Guiding Intentions for a Unified Consciousness that we are
to, “move, individually and as a Group, in absolute Integrity, Impeccability, Self-Mastery and Alignment

to Divine Principle and Universal Law.”

CIRCLE AGREEMENT
There will be many moments where discussions surface and positions are presented. In such moments
each member will be called to express themselves and to indicate their agreement. Given the nature of a
free will universe this is necessary and appropriate.
NAVIGATING DISCUSSIONS
If the Circle is engaged in a Project and a quarrel erupts that has something to do with the project, John
the Baptist says to discuss and reach an agreement.
For the sake of completeness, you are reminded that when you engage in any Circle Activity it is assumed
that you are honoring all the Rules, Truths and Covenants of which you are consciously aware.

A FORMULA FOR GROUP DISCUSSION AND AGREEMENT
The following image summarizes how a Living Organism or Circle might come to agreement. At any
point if there is a challenge to solve, Circles inspired and guided can come together (offering a splendid
fluidity) in the moment to work through an issue, offer solutions or food for thought and work through
to resolution without always moving in a top down fashion.
The following image expands upon the above to offer a suggested sequence of approach.
The Disciple or Initiate learns to make a decision, or to wield the Energy of Decision, in accordance with
the Greatest Good for the Greatest number, that is, considering the effect of this Energy upon all those
who lie within that Sphere of Influence. Remember that the Greatest Good for the Greatest number
always includes every individual concerned. It does not include the greatest number to the exclusion of a
few, but it includes the Greatest Good of EVERY individual concerned. People will need to Learn then,
to make their decisions from this perspective, from this point of view, taking into consideration the Effect
of the Energy of Decision upon ALL of those lives which will be affected by it.
This is one of the techniques used by the Probationer Disciple as he or she is gaining acceptance within
the Ashramic Group Life, one of the techniques which he or she applies as he or she Initiates him or
herself into the Life and Affairs of the Ashramic Group Life: that every decision that is made must be
the decision of the Whole. This will not be used by humanity as the whole until there is a Greater
Understanding, a Greater Identification with the One Life. Even non-action is a result of wielding the
Energy of Decision, for that Group has decided not to act.

Some notes concerning the previous image. First, all voices need to be heard:
•

Each participant is responsible to understand which of the three Rays within them is
predominant (Monad, Soul, or personality).

•

It is assumed each Member takes personal responsibility to Qualify how they show up within
the Living Organism with the Soul and/or Monadic Ray within.

Decisions are made unanimously by the Living Organism. If an individual cannot agree with a Group’s
direction, and yet the rest of the Living Organism is aligning to perceived Divine Will, then this one
should withdraw from that Circle effort:
•

The individual is not left alone. They are still adjunct to the Circle. However, they’ve stepped
back to focus on their own work until it is resolved.

•

If more than one cannot agree, then this should provoke a discussion within the Circle. If there
are three who disagree this represents a trend.
o While we’re still navigating the shadow substance and suggestions before the Circle
attains Its Initiation and the Christ Descends, there may be expanding realizations. The
Circle should be able to discuss this.

•

If the majority feel the approach is not right, then the matter is dropped.
o In this way, the need for voting is removed. The result is unanimity…Oneness.

CONTACT WITH THE THREE WORLDS OF HUMAN ENDEAVOUR – MENTAL, EMOTIONAL, ETHERIC
The vehicle within which you live your Life is Your medium and Your instrument of contact within the
three worlds of human endeavour:
•

Your thoughts become things. Don’t fight it. Don’t think there’s anything else. Don’t entertain
the false premises of fate, luck, or a God who judges, withholds, or decides. You decide! You
manifest!

•

Everything that lives that comes into manifestation, inanimate objects, have their own threefold
vehicle of manifestation. That vehicle of manifestation is its mental body, its astral body, its
etheric body. These three, in their relationship to one another, give the idea or whatever it is, an
appearance in time and space.

GIFTS, TALENTS AND CIRCLE SERVICE
In a Group project, everyone has an ingredient, gift and talent to offer if they are fully present:

THE CONCEPT OF THE SOUL
Understand the concept of the Soul. If the concept of the Soul is not of practical use to the humanity
which you seek to serve, it has no place in your thoughts:
•

You must know what the Soul is beyond your definition of it. When you think in truth, when
you think in the highest concepts of which you are aware, you are thinking within the
consciousness of your Soul.

•

Every act which you commit which is impulsed from the heart which seeks to serve is an act
directed from within your Soul, that which you are. If you will stop thinking of the Soul as
something outside of, above, beyond yourself and begin to apply that Soul which you are to the
everyday act of living, then will you demonstrate the practicality of the Soul as the answer and
the only answer to today’s problems.

•

Group Projects offer all involved to gain a greater grasp of this one concept and establish for
them a Soul, mind, and brain alignment, that all will have become Disciples, functioning within
the body of humanity.

•

This is the practical purpose of the service work, to provide the world with conscious thinking
Souls incarnate in physical bodies. What about students who only read but do not have the
teaching influence to pass the Soul glamour point? If enough teachers can be trained to reach a
great enough percentage of the population with their service, then the greatest part of the work
for humanity will have been done. The shift (from the glamour point) can be made in a few
hours or days.

•

For more information the reader is invited to look further into the 14 Rules for Group Initiation
by Djwhal Khul.

